
Part 13 - Introduction Alchemy Class 

INVOCATION:  Mighty ‘I AM’ Christed Presence of the Fire Power!  We Honour You and 

Call Upon You to Come and Take Charge of All That is required to Bring Us Into 

Alignment with You!  Mighty Christed Powers of the ‘I AM’ Cosmic Lightning White Fire 

Light, Clear our outer world of All That is not of God.  Be Our Governing Power of the 

Substance of the Atmosphere Surrounding Each and Every One of Us, including All Our  

Thoughts, Feelings, Words and Physical Places in Which We Live, Move and Breathe 

and Have Our Being!  Purify It All and Let each Element, Dance in Sheer Joy and Delight, 

Surrounding Us As We Live As the Christed Ones.  We Are Here.  And We Have Arrived.  

St. GERMAIN:  Greetings Dear Ones, today We begin to Embrace ‘Divine Order’ within one’s 

life.  This Divine Virtue, is not a Quality and therefore has a Higher Calling to be Heard, 

Understood and Implemented into one’s life.  Just like ‘Divine Faith’, which is Equal to All 

other 10 Divine Virtues, unless Mastered, will prevent anyone moving into their next Levels 

of Consciousness and thus diminishing the potentials of Be-Coming a Universal Alchemist. 

Let Us then, Approach this with a Reverent Silence, with a Divine Awe of Sacred Awareness, 

that the Spiritual Laws are Governing each person as they become more Dear to All That Is, 

The One!  Realize what folly it is to submit to the false tenants of any educational system.  Yet 

it is equally foolish to deny the inherent Truth and the Tested percepts of academic 

knowledge.  To Know Nature, Know Thyself; but Master the Art of Sacred Synthesis of this, 

for these exercises being given to you, warrant the ‘Justice of Truth’, ‘Divine Justice’, Being 

another Mind Power.  This shall Serve to Integrate within the Field of Knowing that Inner 

Relativity and Cosmic Measurement between Nature and the Self, whose precise 

Mathematical Ematical Action indicates that as God geometrizes, so man and woman is able 

systematically to perceive and demonstrate a correlated understanding of the Wonderous 

Works of God’s Hands, minus the fallacious or erroneous wizardry of the carnal bodily mind. 

By stripping human thought and feeling vibrations form the Creative Grace Enfolded Within 

each Atom of the Creation, the Whole Substance of Life Gleams, Purified by Eternal Hands.  

Now this is as it should be!  The grossest error, the most intense suffering, all are caused by 

an erroneous approach to pure reason.  Such is My Intention to provide Pure Reason and to 

assist in the Applications and Implementations that must follow.  So, let Us continue with Pure 

Reason!  We have spoken of Rule 5 of the Conditions of Engagement in My Class and this 

Divine Virtue is the very foundation of Spring Cleaning your life at the First Opportunity, in a 

step by step forward movement, until ‘Divine Order’ is no longer a focused intention but IS a 

Presence in your Life that shall go before you as you Lead By Example. 



I will keep this in very simple terms today, so none will misunderstand what is being asked of 

you.  Then in the proceeding Discourses, I will expand upon this Reality in other ways that will 

allow the Higher Consciousness to be in more Expanded States of Mindfulness, Wakefulness, 

Responsiveness and Knowledge into your life. 

Unlike Divine Faith, whose Colour is Royal Blue; the Chakra, the Crown and the Stone Jasper; 

‘Divine Order’ has Mustard Yellow as its Colour, the Chakra location in the body is the Solar 

Plexus and the Stone is Sapphire.  This is important, for while one can use their Powers of 

Visualization or Creative Imagination through Faith, Trust and Truth, they can now also 

physically place their focus upon such physical positions or whereabouts within the body, to 

aid the Healing Processes with Greater Insight and Application.  This is the Premise of the 

Healing Power Of James Son of Alphaeus - ‘Divine Order’.  

When things seem inharmonious and out of Order instead of rushing about frantically trying 

to make them right in an outer way remind yourself that lack of Order only exists within you 

through which is expressed outwardly.  If you can get your own thoughts, feelings and physical 

life in all its form orderly, then people, situations and even the Universe about you, will 

respond in a more orderly fashion.  In My Capacity as Shakespeare, in My play ‘Troilus and 

Cressida’ I wrote this about the Divine Virtue and Faculty of Order. 

‘The Heavens Themselves, the Planets and this Centre, observe degrees, priority and place, 

insistiture, course, proportion and place, office, custom, in all Line of Order’. 

When it dawns on you that you have the ‘Mind Power of Order’ within you, that you can call 

upon it to make all things right in your world, this Realization takes away tension, friction or 

the need to push and force your will to achieve anything you want.  As you begin to call on 

and release your ‘Mind Power of Order’ everything in your world will begin to respond.  Some 

departments of your life will react more quickly than others, but if you Decree ‘Divine Order’, 

somehow it will work in every phase of your world.  Since the ‘Mind Power of Order’ is located 

at the navel in the emotional, subconscious area of the body this indicates that Order is first 

and foremost, an emotional Virtue. 

Order works through emotional harmony.  Order that is achieved without harmonious and 

emotional agreement is not order at all.  It is conflict and leads not to Order but to confusion!  

Many physical ailments that people have in the stomach and abdominal region near the navel 

result from in harmony and lack of Order within their lives which encompasses the entire 

spectrum of emotional conditions along with their varying degrees. 

Developing The Power Of Order 

If you have health problems, financial problems, family problems, or suffer from confusion 

and uncertainty, you can begin clearing them all away by affirming ‘Divine Order’ within your 

life.  Start by taking a close look around you.  Are your affairs in Order?  What about your 
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relationships, your car, your house, your cupboards and drawers?  Have you items hidden 

away in places you rarely go or just do not want to look at anymore?  Do you put things away 

after you have used them, is everything in its place?  What about relationship issues, do you 

have any aspects of relationship that you hold within your consciousness that you do not wish 

to address or face within any your relationships, spouse, partner, family, or work?  Financially 

are all your bills paid and up to date.  How do you dress?  These are just some of the questions 

you can ask yourself about, when searching for the answer to the level of Orderliness you 

entertain in your life.  Remember that which you are inwardly is expressed through what you 

are outwardly. 

When you release your problems through affirmations ‘Divine Order’ radiates its mighty 

Power into your other Mind Powers located in the 11 vital nerve centres of the body so that 

wholeness and balance are activated in the mind, emotions and body once again.  Just as it is 

through the nerve centre at the navel that the unborn child receives sustenance from the 

mother, so it is through this ‘Mind Power of Order’ located at the navel that the soul of man, 

when quickened by the ‘Mind Power of Order’, receives Life Giving Sustenance, Increased 

Vitality, Energy and Healing Powers. 

‘Divine Order’ is not hard and binding.  It expresses itself in Freedom and Joy.  One who does 

not act in Accordance with ‘Divine Order’ suffers mentally and physically.  Such dammed-up 

life forces become negative and burn up energy.  Negative emotions also prevent the body 

from renewing and rebuilding itself.  To retain animosities of any kind seals up the poisons in 

the body and these poisons simply multiply. 

Accentuate the Positive by Decreeing ‘Divine Order’.  This eliminates the negative emotions 

from mind and body and makes way for miraculous changes to take place!  Also, the ‘Mind 

Power of Order’ working in the subconsciousness unearths buried talents, reveals hidden 

Powers and Opens the Way for their Creative and Imaginative Expression.  The ‘Mind Power 

of Order’ Co-ordinates All the Mind Powers so that New Inspirations may spring forth and find 

unhindered recognition in the conscious mind.  Order releases the overcoming power of man.  

You can overcome much in life that challenges you just by affirming that you have ‘Divine 

Order’ in your life.  Look upon your instincts to tidy up your affairs, spring clean the house, 

throw out or sell unused or unwanted items within the house.  As they clutter so the 

reflections imply your life is cluttered.  You have the choice; you have the free will to decide 

how your life is expressed. 

‘Affirming Order’ releases aspects to work in the subconscious areas of the body where they 

eliminate those which are weak and negative.  Then a yoking and pulling together of all your 

Mind Powers take place so that both soul and body are uplifted, healed and united as one.  

By deliberately developing your ‘Mind Power of Order’ you discover it to be a faculty that 

moves the machinery of mind, body and affairs more perfectly, scientifically, harmoniously 

and skilful than the most effective stage manager handles a play. 



Prayer, meditation and affirmation quicken the centre of Order in the body of man, located 

at the nerve centre back of the navel.  ‘Divine Order’ then wields and radiates its mighty Power 

into the other faculties and sets them into sustained activity so that harmony and wholeness 

are the natural result in man’s mind, body and affairs.  Through developing the ‘Mind Power 

of Order’ the greatness of both soul and body is demonstrated.  Affirm often that your ‘house’ 

(state of mind) is in Order and all the forces of your being are working to Glorify the Good and 

well-being within your life. 

There is a Law of Spiritual and mental growth constantly at Work in your mind.  You are not 

liberated from all your problems by a sudden, violent overcoming, but by a steady ‘step-by-

step’ unfoldment of Order in mind and body.  The Forces of Divine Intelligence located in the 

Christ Mind at the crown of the head are so intense and powerful that the outer 

consciousness cannot stand the full current all at once.  If this Dynamic Energy were instantly 

poured forth from the crown of the head into the entire body its current would be so strong 

that it would destroy the organism!   

Through the more gradual, evolutionary adjustment of natural man and woman, this mighty 

current not only preserves but raises up the substance and life of your organism naturally and 

normally.  This is the work of your Healing Power of ‘Divine Order’ as it unfolds within you 

gradually, but thoroughly for the Highest Good of All Concerned. 

Man is a Powerhouse, generating and giving forth energies at all times.  Dwelling on ‘Order’ 

releases these energies in a constructive way.  As you begin developing your ‘Mind Power of 

Order’ you will come into a New State of Thought and action and find yourself doing many 

things differently because the Orderly Mind Power that directs the Universe is now working 

through you.  A harmonious relationship will be established in all aspects of your life.  

Whatever there was in mind, body or affairs that was out of harmony will easily be adjusted 

as you Open the Way in your mind for the manifestation of Divine Order. 

As you affirm ‘Divine Order’ for Healing in the body your taste for foods will probably change.  

You will desire the purest and best foods that are conductive to good health.  People who are 

trying to lose weight or to stop smoking or drinking, should affirm ‘Divine Order’.  They will 

then find their false appetites disappearing and their health problems along with them.  As 

long as you believe in the slow processes of what are called ‘natural’ you place yourself under 

a Law of Slowness.  But if you begin anew and affirm ‘Divine Order’ you will find yourself 

operating under a different higher and what can be an instantaneous New Law. 

If there is a tendency to hurry, stop and affirm ‘Divine Order’.  Rest yourself in its poise.  There 

is no need to hurry for hurrying is to force your will.  You are Living in Eternity now and for 

always.  This means that time has no bearing on anything.  It appears to because that is what 

you have been led to believe in the past, but now you know that time serves no purpose other 

than to learn.  And this is the place, you yourselves in this Class are at this time.  Still learning 



relates to time and when the learning stops and the 12 Divine Virtues have been brought to 

balance in the 4 lower bodies, time and space will cease to be.  Hence the subject matter of 

Time-Binding and Contraction that Lord Melchizedek has spoken of!  We are in a place of both 

Time-Binding and Time-Contraction now as Jesus has told you! 

Your reality here and now is however, that we have already achieved all our goals and already 

stand back within the Realms of the God ‘I AM’ and the All That Is The Greater Whole.  If you 

have been disorderly and indefinite put yourself at once under the decree of ‘Divine Order’ 

and the same Law that keeps the Stars operating harmoniously will begin working within and 

through your life and affairs, making all things balance perfectly.  You make living cells through 

the power of your thought.  Orderly thoughts make Orderly cells.  The mind draws upon the 

vital forces and according to one’s thoughts alters the tissues of the body.  You constantly 

tear down or build up your health according to the nature of your thinking. 

Get your mind into ‘Divine Order’ and a Mighty Mind Force will begin to work for you 

immediately.  This ‘Divine Order’ is necessary for the building up of both mind and body.  

‘Divine Order’ is a vigorous stimulant.  It uplifts the whole consciousness, revitalising the 

organs and giving you courage and endurance.  It also tends to make you Supersensitive to 

the Divine Healing currents!  As this happens be on the alert to see harmony everywhere.  Do 

not magnify seeming differences.  Do not give your attention to pettiness in people or 

situations, but continually declare Universal Harmony.  Declare ‘I am in the right relationship 

with all people and all situations now’.  This will ensure Perfect and ‘Divine Order’ and 

wholeness of mind, body and Spirit. 

As you daily affirm ‘Divine Order’ you will begin to see the fruitful results made apparent by 

the mental currents that you set up about you.  You may not be able to point out just how 

each decree brought an effect, but as the weeks and months go by you will gradually observe 

the various changes that are taking place in your mind, body and affairs.  You will find that 

your outlook on life has been transformed into a bigger, more worthwhile world! 

Your mind will become more alert, your body more vital and you will be free from 

inharmonious situations and weaknesses.  You will no longer be fearful, squandering your 

time and energy away on little things.  You will become aware that there is a Divine Hand 

Guiding the Universe and Security will extend to your health and affairs, as you no longer will 

worry about them.  There will be an absence of prejudice and fault finding in you.   

You will make lesser and lesser judgements or criticisms of your fellow men.  You will be more 

generous and others will respond by being more generous toward you.  Things will come your 

way, which previously seemed with-held away from you. 

Not only will these vast improvements show forth in your particular life and affairs, but also 

you will observe its quiet effect upon those about you.  They will become happier, more 

harmonious and healthier in mind and body.  It is then that you will know the Miracles that 



are yours for the Accepting.  The Power that has been released in those two Heavenly Words 

‘Divine Order’. 

In your affairs when there is a need for inspiration, continual adjustment, increasing 

prosperity, spiritual discernment or harmony meditating on ‘Divine Order’ is the answer.  It 

also means Right Relations with your family, friends and co-workers.  When the demands 

become too great and the tension mounts you will be shown how to free yourself of all that 

is unnecessary with these words.  Write ‘DIVINE ORDER’ in big bold letters and put it on your 

desk.  Subconsciously the Message will come across and takes its rightful place. 

One of the highest forms of prayer is to Give Thanks for ‘Divine Order’ in your mind, body and 

affairs, whether it seems to be there or not.  As you begin to call on Order you will find yourself 

getting into the stream of ‘Divine Order’.  First you will get a sense of peace, power, control 

of your mind and emotions.  You will then begin to feel better mentally, emotionally, 

physically and spiritually.  Situations may still seem to be lingering but they no longer 

overwhelm you.  This is a good sign of Successful Application and persistent Conscious 

Interaction. 

Next you will find yourself feeling compelled to do things in an outer way that will put your 

affairs in Order.  You may feel like cleaning house or setting up a new bookkeeping system in 

your financial affairs.  You may get busy in an outer way on previously contemplated tasks or 

unfinished projects.  Suddenly you will know what to do and will sail forth in eager anticipation 

to complete it. 

‘NEVER TRY TO CONTROL, SIMPLY BE IN CONTROL’. 

One of the finest ways you can help others is by decreeing ‘Divine Order’ for them according 

to God’s Will and not through your own ego’s will, i.e.  materialism or logic. 

‘First one must empty out the old, before they can make room for the New.  To blend the New 

with the old, will only create confusion, frustration, blockages and further resistances in your 

life’. 

BENEDICTION:  Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence, All Ascended Masters, St. Germain, Christed 

Jesus, All Elohim and Eloah, Gods of the Mountain Ranges, All Angelic and Devic 

Kingdoms and Elementals, We Thank You For the ‘Divine Order’ You Demonstrate to 

Us so We may See and Accept for Ourselves.  Blessed Are We to Be Graced Const antly 

By Your Benevolence, Your Generosity and Your Abundant Gifts Showering Us Always.  

Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, Present In All, We Thank You for Helping Us Toward Our 

Mighty Victory Through All the Rings Passeth Not Since the Beginning of time.  We 

Thank and Give Praise to You for Your Purity of Being That Surrounds Us and Taking 

Care of Us!  We Give Thanks for Your Holy Presence in Us and All That Is.  Blessed ‘I 

AM’ In Divine FAITH!  Blessed ‘I AM’ In Divine TRUTH, Blessed ‘I AM’ In ‘Divine Order’!  


